In the Matter of:

ELECTRONIC APPLICATION OF KENTUCKY POWER COMPANY FOR (1) A GENERAL ADJUSTMENT OF ITS RATES FOR ELECTRIC SERVICE; (2) AN ORDER APPROVING ITS 2017 ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE PLAN; (3) AN ORDER APPROVING ITS TARIFFS AND RIDERS; (4) AN ORDER APPROVING ACCOUNTING PRACTICES TO ESTABLISH REGULATORY ASSETS AND LIABILITIES; AND (5) AN ORDER GRANTING ALL OTHER REQUIRED APPROVALS AND RELIEF )

Case No. 2017-00179

STATEMENT OF KENTUCKY LEAGUE OF CITIES REGARDING RECEIPT OF ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSIONS

In accordance with 807 KAR 5:001, Section 8(9) and the Commission’s order of August 3, 2017 granting the motion to intervene of Kentucky League of Cities (“KLC”), KLC designates the following individuals as its authorized agents to receive service of all documents and pleadings, including orders of the Commission, by electronic means, and certifies that its authorized agents possess the facilities to receive electronic transmissions on its behalf in this proceeding:

Gregory T. Dutton
Goldberg Simpson, LLC
9301 Dayflower St.
Louisville, KY 40059
Tel: 502-589-4440
GDutton@goldbergsimpson.com

Morgain Sprague
Kentucky League of Cities
100 East Vine St. Ste. 800
Lexington, KY 40507
Tel: 800-876-4552
msprague@klc.org

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Gregory T. Dutton

Gregory T. Dutton
Goldberg Simpson, LLC
9301 Dayflower Street
Prospect, Kentucky 40059
Telephone: 502-589-4440
gdutton@goldbergsimpson.com